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Abstract 

The diversity of Indian culture gave rise to numerous musical instruments that are still studied by music maestros worldwide. 
The idea of music as a divine art implies that music is not considered on its merits alone, but points beyond itself and man to the 
making Instruments Thus music can be understood as an invention of divinities general principle of divine creation It may be 
interpreted as a product imitation and anticipation of divine heavenly music.  
 
              Indian musical instruments have evolved through time, but their musical roots remain the same. The harmonious sounds of 
these musical instruments enable a person to connect spiritually with music. The most in famous Indian musical instruments include: 
Dholak, Tabala, Khartal, Sarangi, Conga drum, Caja, Zambomba, Metal Ofonos, Xilofone, Sarod, Flootu, Ektara, Mouth Organ, 
Snake Charmer Flute, Saxophone, Tuba, Timbale, Harpet, Trumpet, Shehnai, Damuru, Tanpura, Harmonium, Sitar, and Veena. The 
Veena is named after Bobbili, a place where it was invented. This musical instrument that was popular is seeing days of extinction. 

My paper revolves on the Bobbili Veena method of preparation, the community; other crafts from the community ways to 
revive, Recognition from the government and its intervention which will Bobbili Veena elevate the status of this rural craft. 

 
Keywords:  Music, Instrument, Veena, Bobbili, Extinct. 
 
Introduction: The range of Indian handicrafts is as rich and varied as the country's cultural diversity. A tour of India's craft repertoire, 
Handmade in India is a guide to the arts that reflects the diversity of the country, its culture and the ways it nurtures creativity and 
ingenuity. The traditions that enrich the day to day lives of Indian people, as well as provide a livelihood for generations of 
craftspeople. Handmade in India explores all aspects of handicrafts-historical, social and cultural influences on crafts; design and craft 
processes; traditional and new markets; products and tools-revealing a remarkable wealth of knowledge.  
 

Indian musical instruments are generally categorized into four types. Instruments like Tablas and Dhols are broadly regarded 
as percussion instruments; where as non-pitched percussion instruments are those which do not have a particular pitch. Stringed 
instruments like sitar and Bobbili veena are, without a doubt, the most famous due to their melodic sounds. Instruments that are 
generally played with the help of the vibration of winds are known as wind instruments. The most well-known example of these 
instruments will be the legendary flute. Its flawless sound has earned a worldwide reputation and made it one of the most well 
recognized Indian musical instruments5.  

 
Some famous Indian musical instruments: The diversity of Indian culture gave rise to numerous musical instruments that are still 
studied by music maestros worldwide. Indian musical instruments have evolved through time, but their musical roots remain the same. 
The harmonious sounds of these musical instruments enable a person to connect spiritually with music. The most infamous Indian 
musical instruments include: Veena- This impeccable musical instrument, played predominantly in the Carnatic and Hindustani music, 
is one of the oldest stringed instruments. Veena is often portrayed to be played by Indians Gods and Goddesses due to its melodious 
sound. This divinity of this instrument makes it a crucial part of musical history. 
 
Tabla- Among various classical Indian musical instruments, tabala has earned immense popularity and respect. This percussion 
instrument consists of a set of two small drums that produce rhythmic beats. This playful instrument has been largely used in Indian 
traditional and contemporary music. Khartal- Khartal has always been an integral part of Indian folk music. This percussion 
instrument has piqued the interest of many musicians with its impressive sound. Generally made of wood or metal, these small 
musical tools are operated with the help of various hand movements to produce captivating beats. Shehnai- A shehnai is traditionally 
used during Indian wedding ceremonies and religious events. The sound of a shehnai’s sound resembles the sweet sound of honey, 
which can even make nature dance with its soulful tune. This auspicious instrument produces impactful music, which has successfully 
attracted millions of people all around the world. 
 
                             History of Bobbili is a village located in the district of Vijayanagaram of Andhra Pradesh. The first thing comes to 
mind of Bobbili is war mansions and wars, but this place also known for the musicians. Bobbili Veena is a musical instrument made 
by the handcrafts (Hastakala), which had won many accolades of whole world. The artists who make this instrument are very talented 
in crafting in this art. At one point of time there used be too many artists but they gradually decreased in number. The artists who are 
still involved are unable to give up this art; hence they continue keeping it alive. Today the number of the artists has reached the point 
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of counting. Let’s get know this art briefly. The making of the Veena started in the 17th century during the reign of Pedda Rayudu at 
that time, playing Veena was a common practice in India, especially South India. The entire development process of the Veena took 
more than three centuries. Bobbili kingdom rulers were fond of music, and many of them learned to play Veena.  In the Bobbili 
kingdom, the Veena used to be supplied by Sarwasiddi community craftsmen. These craftsmen were from Gollapalli. The craftsmen 
communities who make this musical instrument are known as "Bobbili Veena sampradayamSarvasiddi family 5. 
 
Making Process  
 Jack fruit wood is first roughly carved as per the Veena shape. 
 The inner Part of Veena is scooped to take out the wood and the resonator shape is covered with wooden plate. 
 The shaped Veena is carved with chisels to create the motif patterns on the surface. 
 24 brass metal frets are fixed over the dough which is fixed on finger board. 
 A dough which acts as adhesive is fixed on the finger board of Veena. 
 The seven strings of Veena are attached to the Veena 
 The strings of veena are adjusted and final decorations are made using lac colors. 

Bobbili Veena Making Process 
 

 
Sri. SarvasiddiVeeranna His family tree 

(In top image National award received by SarvasiddiVeeranna - Dr. Neelam Sanjevareddy from the President of India in 1979.) 
 
 Lakshmi Jaya P. (2018) the saraswathi veena which finds a mention in almost all amine texts, is an integral part of carnatic 
music and Bobbilli has the distinction of being the town where this special variant of Veena is made with great workmanship. Over 
the past three centuries, a unique style of playing the veena has evolved, earning the accolades of connoisseurs in Indian and 
international circles. This singular achievement was marched with complete mastery in the art of making Saraswathi Veena at Bobbili. 
The instrument made here is noted for the depth and fullness of tone as well as for its exquisite design and pattern. It is a symbol and 
remainder of India’s rich cultural heritage. The uniqueness of these veenas is that they are carved from a single block of wood. 
Vizianagaram is also famous for Jute crafts, why because number of jute mills is located in its surroundings.1 

 
Ranjan M.P (2009)The first of its kind ever attempted, this beautifully illustrated guide will be a tremendous resource for 

product and textile designers, artists, architects, interior designers, collectors, development professionals and connoisseurs alike. 
Handmade in India will also be a useful reference for libraries interested in Indian crafts and culture, and organizations that work with 
the crafts sector in India.2 

Ghouse, S. M, (2012) Handiworks are a vital beneficial division and fare item for some creating nations and, in a few nations, 
constitutes a huge piece of the fare economy. The development of worldwide markets for home adornment items and expanded 
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enthusiasm for worldwide products has opened up new-showcase open doors for craftsmen. In India, handiwork industry is a 
noteworthy wellspring of wage for rustic groups utilizing more than six million craftsmen’s including a substantial number of ladies 
and individuals having a place with the weaker segments of the general public. In any case, spectators of the handiwork’s division 
foresee that the rising number of independent ventures swinging to craftsmanship generation is probably not going to decrease 
fundamentally in the future. The present investigation involves the different issues of the handiwork business which can be worked 
upon by the shared affiliation ship of the Indian government and the handiwork exporters keeping in mind the end goal to help and 
advance the customary division.3 

Kumar, S.A, (2018) this business has not yet been able to earn a good reputation in the international field. The reason is that there is 
no fixed price and quality in handicraft it. The quality and looks of the finished products are not well and good to meet the standards in 
all aspects because of the traditional method of production. Since it is an artistic Industry, less number of women is engaged in the 
retailing business due to family issues, cultural issues, and social constraints4.  
 

Rambabu. M. (2017)Due to the decline of the industry, sales retailers hesitate to invest further, not showing any interest 
towards expansion or diversification of the business. The majority of the retailers do not purchase the handicrafts products directly 
from the artisans, they purchase from the wholesalers and hence the artisans are not given a chance to fix price for their own products. 
Throughout the year the retailers earn from tourists and the frequency analysis also supports this finding. The majority of the retailers 
are not doing sales promotion activities to enhance the business and the only advertisement technique which supports the business is 
word of mouth by the existing customers. Since the business doesn’t fetch enough profit, very less number of persons and families 
involved in production and sales5.  
 

The artists who made this Bobbili veena Respectable Sri.SarvasiddiVeeranna (late) rare award he received National award 
Dr. Neelam sanjevareddy from the President in 1979. In the year 2000, US President Bill Clinton was amazed to see the Bobbili 
Veeana and invited those who made our “Bobbili Veena” to the white house to learn about its history. Also, our Bobbili Veena has 
patent rights. (Interview with third generation senior Artisan Sarvasiddi Ramakrishna)6.  

 
Lepakshi Handicraft: A. Lakshminarayana: The handcraft of Bobbili Veena (art and craft) is made in the places the Bobbili zone 1) 
Badangi and 2) Gollapalli. First used as part of the proc.ess of making the Bobbili Veena is “Panasakarra” (Jackfruit wood). It takes 
about a week to make a Veena. Nature colors are used for dyeing them, which are not harmful in any way. Apart from this, Tambura, 
Sitar a, violin, flute and tambourine are also made. (Interview with third generation senior Artisan Sarvasiddi Sudha)7.   
 

The veena gained prominence after the rajas of Bobbili, who were great patrons of music, made a present of the instruments 
to British officers visiting their kingdom. Although the golden era of the Bobbili veena ended with the abolition of princely states, a 
few families belonging to the Sarvasiddi community in Gollapalli near Bobbili are continuing the tradition, having carried on making 
the veenas for the past One and a half centuries. About 150-200 veenas are manufactured here every year. Earlier, craftsmen used to 
depend on elephant tusks and stag horns to make the veenas but now, those materials have been replaced by plastics. Clinton was 
presented with a veena when he visited the state in 2000. He said there is a great demand for miniature veenas, but added that scant 
availability of special wood for the veena “The veena and its craftsmanship so impressed Clinton that he sent an invitation to the 
artisans to visit America. (Interview with” Lepakshi emporium manager)8.    

 
  Origin of veena making in bobbili once upon time the dynasty of the king’s went to a Veena concert in Mysore. Then, they 
enchanted the sound of the Veena showed great interest in the “Bobbili Veena” which produced the sound came up with quest to make 
the musical instrument themselves. From here i.e., Bobbili two were sent there for training (to learn the art). They learned the musical 
instrument there and returned to Bobbili. Where is the making centre since then? Then immediately blisters Bobbili. Therefore, the 
instrument is named after the place as Bobbili Veena. Currently this Veena is made by about 45 families. (Interview with third 
generation senior ArtisanSarvasiddi Narayana)9.   
 
 Making various Veenas:  Sarswathi Veena, Rudra Veen Vichitra Veena, Thanjavur Veena, Sarod Veena, Pinaki Veena, 
Kachapi Veena, Santoor Veena, Gayathri Veena, Sapta Tantric Veena, Chitra Veena, Ranjan Veena, Sagar Veena, Triveni Veena, 
Mohan Veena, every month of January, Tirumala Tirupati Devasthanam providing Bobbili Veena for Haridas. This kind of activities 
there can improve new designs and innovatively we can create also. This art needs to be promoted which is declining by distributing 
them to the Haridas of the Tirumala Tirupati Temple. (Interview with third generation senior Artisan SarvasiddiAchariPedapati)10. 
 

The GI tag validates the veena’s unique qualities. The Bobbili veena is known for its unique design and high-quality 
craftsmanship. “Foreigners come here to purchase the veena and its miniature models as well. It is made of a single log and has no 
joints. (Interview with third generation senior Artisan Sarvasiddi Rama sudahakar).11 
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Conclusion: Present Scenario will change cultural aspects. Fashion trends in the product industry are changing very dramatically with 
short product life cycles. Encourage and educate people for gifting options. Encourage artists with awards, artist pension schemes. 
provide for education to their children. Artists are required for wood at subsidized rates as providing the raw material has become 
expensive. The strings for the Veena are to be brought from Mumbai, if a market is provided here it would reduce the cost. The rates 
of the Veena has not been changed since 3years and they are selling it at the same price an increase in the price will growly return the 
art form encouragement in terms of awards, arranging workshops will influence the next generation to learn and continue the art. 
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